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Abstract
We consider the minimal unsatisablity problem MU (k) for propositional formulas in con-
junctive normal form (CNF) over n variables and n + k clauses, where k is xed. k is called
the dierence. Any formula in MU (k) can be split into two minimal unsatisable formula. For
such splittings we investigate the size of the dierences of the resulting formulas in comparison
to the dierence of the initial formula. Based on these results we prove that MU (k) for xed
k is in NP, and for MU (2) we present a simple and unique characterization. ? 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We are dealing with propositional formulas in conjunctive normal form (CNF). Sev-
eral approaches have been developed in order to compare the power and the eciency
of satisability algorithms and propositional proof systems. One can use statistical
methods for randomly choosen formulas in a xed probability space. Take for example
formulas in the constant clause length model [5]. Here, the classications are based on
restrictions on the number of clauses depending on the number of variables, and the
length of clauses.
Another approach is a comparison on the running time of the algorithms for well-
known critical formulas. Further, one can try to nd the so-called hard formulas for
proof systems like resolution, cutting plane, etc. Hard formulas for a system S are
formulas for which a proof by means of S requires superpolynomially many steps. For
refutation-based systems we are looking for unsatisable hard formulas. In most cases
the unsatisable formulas contain no superous clauses. The formulas are minimal
unsatisable. A propositional formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF) is minimal
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unsatiable if and only if the formula is unsatisable and deleting an arbitrary clause
will result in a satisable formula. For example the pigeon hole formulas used in
Haken’s proof of the exponential lower bound for resolution [6] or the hard formulas
presented in [10] are minimal unsatisable.
In order to understand the structure of hard formulas and hopefully to nd easier hard
examples, we are interested in a systematic investigation of the structure of minimal
unsatisable formulas. In general, the problem whether an arbitrary formula in CNF
is minimal unsatisable is known to be DP-complete [8]. DP is the class of problems
which can be described as the dierence of two NP-problems [9]. For subclasses like
Horn-formulas or formulas in 2-CNF the minimal unsatisability problem can be solved
in quadratic time, because the satisability problem is decidable in linear time [4,2].
An interesting parameter for a deeper analysis of the structure of minimal formulas
seems to be the dierence k between the number of clauses and the number of variables.
Let MU (k) be the class of minimal unsatisable formulas over n variables and n+ k
clauses. It is conjectured that MU (k) for xed k is solvable in polynomial time, but
the problem is still open, whereas for xed k the satisability problem for formulas
over n variables and n+ k clauses remains NP-complete.
It is known that formulas with at most n clauses cannot be minimal unsatisable,
which can be seen using Hall’s theorem. Another proof can be found in [1]. The
structure and the complexity of MU (1) is well understood. For example all the minimal
unsatisable Horn formulas are in MU (1). But MU (1) contains more formulas, but is
in a certain sense relatively simple [3].
An approach for investing the structure of formulas in MU (k) is the so-called split-
ting. Like in DPLL-algorithms for testing satisability we can assign a variable the
value true resp. false and reduce the formula. In case of MU -formulas such a splitting
leads to unsatisable formulas which contain again some minimal unsatisable formu-
las. At this point a careful analysis of the resulting formulas shows that the dierences
between the number of clauses and the number variables cannot be arbitrary, but they
depend on the number of occurrences of the literals and, after a natural simplication,
the dierences are less then the dierence of the initial formula. We demonstrate the
power of such an analysis of the splitting behaviour on two examples.
In the rst part of this paper we show that MU (k) is in NP. MU (2) is the rst
non-trivial class of minimal unsatisable formulas with xed dierence. In the last part
we describe exactly the structure of MU (2) formulas. As a result we can show that
after a simplication minimal unsatisable formulas over n+2 clauses are of the form
(x1_  _xn)^(@x1_  _@xn)^(@x1_x2)^(@x2_x3)^  ^(@xn−1_xn)^(@xn_x1)
up to renaming and reordering of the variables.
2. Notation
A literal is a propositional variable or a negated propositional variable. var(F) is
the set of variables and #var(F) is the number of variables of the formula F . Clauses
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are sets of literals without multiple occurrences of literals (disjunction); a k-clause,
k 2N, is a clause with at most k literals, a 1-clause is also called unit-clause. t
denotes the empty clause. #cl(F) is the number of clauses for a formula F in CNF.
Since formulas with multiple occurrences of clauses are not minimal unsatisable and
formulas generated during the execution of the algorithms may contain such multiple
occurrences, we consider formulas in CNF not as sets of clauses but as multi-sets of
clauses. Often a formula F = f1 ^    ^ fm will be written as F = [f1; : : : ; fm]. Note
that the order in which the clauses occur does not play any role. F − [f1; : : : ; fs] is
the result of deleting exactly one occurrence of f1; : : : ; fs in F .
For xed k, F(k) is the set of formulas in CNF with n+ k clauses, where n is the
number of variables.
MU is the set of minimal unsatisable formulas in CNF and for a xed k>1 MU (k)
is the set of minimal unsatisable formulas over n variables with n+ k clauses.
3. Splitting
In this section we consider the so-called splitting of minimal unsatisable formulas.
At rst we recall some known results for MU (1) and present a simplication proce-
dure which preserves the dierence between the number of clauses and the number of
variables and the minimal unsatisability. Since subsequently the results for MU (1)
are often used, we combine them in the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (Aharoni and Linial [1]; Davydov [3]). 1: There is no minimal unsatis-
able formula over n variables with at most n clauses.
2: If F 2MU (1) then there exists a variable occurring exactly once positively and
once negatively in F .
3: The minimal unsatisablity problem MU (1) is solvable in quadratic time.
Part 3 of Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of the second statement, because
we have only to look for a variable occuring exactly twice and then to resolve over
that variable. An iterated application of this procedure must lead to the formula x^@x
if and only if the initial formula is minimal unsatisable.
More generally we introduce a so-called simplication procedure based on the fol-
lowing observation: If in a formula F a variable x occurs at most once positively or at
most once negatively we can resolve the clauses with x and @x preserving the mini-
mal unsatisability. That means the formula F is minimal unsatisable if and only if
after adding the resolvents, keeping multiple occurrences of resolvents, and removing
the parent clauses the resulting formula is minimal unsatisable and vice versa. More
technically, if F = [(L _ g); (@L _ f1); : : : ; (@L _ fr); Frest] and L and @L do not
occur in Frest then we obtain [(g _ f1); : : : ; (g _ fr); Frest] besides removing multiple
occurrences of literals in the resolvents. For F 2MU (k) the resulting formula is in
MU (k) and vice versa, because the resulting formula has one variable and one clause
less than the initial formula.
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This resolution procedure resolving upon literals occurring exactly once is called
simplication procedure and can be described formally as
simplication procedure:
while F contains a literal L exactly once and @L is a literal in F do
fF = [(L _ f); (@L _ g1); : : : ; (@L _ gr); Frest], resolve F on Lg
F :=[(f _ g1); : : : ; (f _ gr); Frest];
end(while);
return(F)
For k>2 in case of a minimal unsatisable formula over n variables with n + k
clauses, an iterated application of this resolution operation leads to a formula with at
least two positive and at least two negative occurrences of each variable. This can be
seen as follows:
Suppose F 2MU (k) is a formula over the variables x1; : : : ; xn and there exists a
sequence xi1 ; : : : ; xin for which an iterated simplication can be applied.
That means after resolving xij the variable xij+1 will be resolved. Then after resolving
xi1 ; : : : ; xin−1 we have a formula over the variable xn but with k + 1 clauses. That
contradicts our assumption that F and therefore the resulting formulas are minimal
unsatisable.
Further, after the simplication process the resulting formula does not contain a
unit-clause, if the initial formula is in MU . Either a unit clause is a subclause of another
clause in contradiction to the minimal unsatisability, or the literal of the unit-clause
occurs only once in contradiction to the non-applicability of the simplication process.
By means of Theorem 1 and the previous remarks we obtain
Lemma 1. 1: For k = 1 the simplication procedure returns the empty clause if; and
only if the formula is in MU (1).
2: For k > 1 and F 2MU (k) the simplication procedure returns a formula in
MU (k).
3: For k > 1; if F is not minimal unsatisable and F is a formula over n variables
and n + k clauses then the simplication procedure returns a formula over m6n
variables and m+ k clauses which is not minimal unsatisable.
Later on we make use of a lemma for which we need the following denition.
Denition 1. Let F be a formula in CNF and X a non-empty subset of var(F). Then
F(X ) is the result of removing all clauses not containing a variable in X and deleting in
the remaining clauses all variables not in X . Note that multiple occurrences of clauses
will not be deleted.
It can be shown by a straightforward proof that for a minimal unsatisable formula
F and a subset X  var(F) the formula F(X ) is unsatisable.
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Lemma 2. Suppose F 2MU (k) for some k>2 and each literal occurs at least twice
in F . Then for all non-empty X  var(F): #cl(F(X ))>jX j+ 2
Proof. Induction on the number of variables m in X .
Since F 2MU the formula F(X ) must be unsatisable. If m = 1 then F(X ) con-
tains two clauses x and two clauses @x, because each literal occurs at least twice in
F . Note that we consider F and also F(X ) as multi-sets of clauses. Thus, we have
#cl(F(X ))>1 + 2.
For m> 1 let X = fx1; : : : ; xmg be the set of variables. Then there is some minimal
unsatisable formula G with GF(X ).
If var(G) = fx1; : : : ; xmg then #cl(G)>m + 1 (Theorem 1). Further, if G 2MU (1)
then in G a variable occurs exactly once positively and once negatively. Since each
literal occurs at least twice in F and no tautological clause is in F , F(X ) contains
at least two clauses more than G. Hence, we obtain, that F(X ) consists of at least
m + 1 + 2 clauses. If G 2MU (t) for some t > 1, then G consists of m + t>m + 2
clauses.
If var(G) = fx1; : : : ; xsg for some s<m then #cl(F(X ))>#cl(G) + #cl(F(X −
fx1; : : : ; xsg)). Since G is minimal unsatisable, the formula G consists of at least s+1
clauses (Theorem 1). By the induction hypothesis we get #cl(F(X−fx1; : : : ; xsg))>m−
s+ 2. Altogether we have #cl(F(X ))>s+ 1 + m− s+ 2>m+ 2.
We can split a minimal unsatisable formula in MU (k) into two minimal unsatis-
able formulas. For a variable x we remove the clauses with literal @x (set @x = 1)
resp. x (set x = 1). In the remaining clauses we delete the occurrences of the literal x
resp. @x. The formulas are unsatisable and contain therefore some minimal unsatis-
able subformulas, say Fx 2MU (kx) and F@x 2MU (k@x) for some kx and k@x. Now we
interested in the size of kx and k@x with respect to k. For arbitrary formulas in MU (k)
such a splitting may lead to a minimal unsatisable formula Fx with kx = k. Take for
example the formula F = [@x _@a; a; y _ z;@y _ z; y _@z; x _@y _@z]2MU (2).
A splitting on x leads to minimal unsatisable formulas F@x =@a ^ a2MU (1) and
Fx = [y _ z;@y _ z; y _@z;@y _@z]2MU (2). That means kx = k = 2, and k@x = 1.
But as we will see for k > 1 and after the application of the simplication procedure
kx as well as k@x must be less than k.
For example the simplication procedure applied with the formula F generates the
formula F=[y_z;@y_z; y_@z;@y_@z]2MU (2). Now a splitting on the variable y
leads to minimal unsatisable formulas Fy=z^@z 2MU (1) and F@y=z^@z 2MU (1).
Theorem 2 (Splitting). Suppose F 2MU (k) for some k>2 and each literal occurs at
least twice in F . Furthermore; we suppose F = [(x _ f1); : : : ; (x _ fs);
Bx; C; B@x; (@x _ g1); : : : ; (@x _ gt)]; where Bx; C; B@x are some conjunctions
of clauses without occurrences of x and @x; such that Fx:=
[f1; : : : ; fs; Bx; C]2MU (kx); F@x:=[g1; : : : ; gt ; B@x; C]2MU (k@x) for some kx and k@x.
Then we have kx, k@x < k.
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Proof. Suppose F is a formula over n variables. We dene vx:=#var(Fx) and v@x:=
#var(F@x). That means Fx resp. F@x consists of vx + kx resp. v@x + k@x clauses.
Since the variable x occurs at least twice positively and at least twice negatively in
F , we get s; t>2 and therefore vx + kx6n + k − 2 and v@x + k@x6n + k − 2. That
implies for vx = n− 1 resp. v@x = n− 1 the inequality kx6k − 1 resp. k@x6k − 1.
Now we proceed by a case distinction:
Case 1: vx=n−1 and v@x <n−1. Then we know kx6k−1. Note that var(F@x)
var(Fx)= var(F)−fxg. For fa1; : : : ; alg= var(Fx)− var(F@x) we have n= v@x+ l+1.
Since #cl(F(fa1; : : : ; alg) = #cl([f1; : : : ; fs; Bx](fa1; : : : ; alg)), by Lemma 2 we get
#cl([f1; : : : ; fs; Bx](fa1; : : : ; alg))>l+2 and therefore #cl([f1; : : : ; fs; Bx])>l+2. Hence
we obtain v@x + k@x + l+ 26n+ k.
Assuming k@x>k leads to v@x+k@x+l+26n+k@x and therefore to v@x+l+26n
in contradiction to v@x + l+ 1 = n. Thus we have k@x < k.
Case 2: vx <n− 1 and v@x = n− 1 analogue to case 1.
Case 3: vx; v@x <n− 1.
For fa1; : : : ; alg = var(Fx) − var(F@x) and fb1; : : : ; brg = var(F@x) − var(Fx) we
have l; r>1. Otherwise var(Fx) resp. var(F@x) would be a subset of var(F@x) resp.
var(Fx). That would imply #var(F@x) = n− 1 resp. #var(Fx) = n− 1 in contradiction
to our case assumption. Further, ai and bj do not occur in C.
By means of Lemma 2 we obtain
#cl([f1; : : : ; fs; Bx](fa1; : : : ; alg)) = #cl(F(fa1; : : : ; alg))>l+ 2
and
#cl([g1; : : : ; gt ; B@x](fb1; : : : ; brg)) = #cl(F(fb1; : : : ; brg))>r + 2;
and therefore
v@x + k@x + l+ 26n+ k and vx + kx + r + 26n+ k:
The inequalities imply kx; k@x < k, because of vx + r + 1 = n and v@x + l+ 1 = n.
For F 2MU (k) an iterated application of the simplication procedure and the split-
ting leads to a splitting tree, where the leafs are labelled with formulas in MU (1).
Obviously, the number of leafs of the splitting tree is bound by 2k−1, because in case
of two successor nodes the dierence between the number of clauses and the number
of variables has been reduced. This fact can be used for example in order to show
upper bounds for minimal resolution refutations of minimal unsatisable formulas [8].
The proof of the upper bound 2k−1n2 for minimal resolution refutations is based on
the following observations:
Minimal unsatisable formulas over n variables with n + 1 clauses can be refuted
in n resolution steps. That follows from the Theorem 1. After the application of the
simplication procedure (for k > 1) we split the formula into two unsatisable formulas
by setting an arbitrarily given variable to true resp. false. The generated formulas
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must contain minimal unsatisable subformulas, for which we know that now the
dierence between the number of clauses and the number of variables is less than k
(Theorem 2). By the induction hypothesis the desired upper bound holds for these
minimal unsatisable formulas. Finally, we combine the resolution proofs and obtain
the upper bound.
Theorem 3 (Kleine Buning [7]). Let F be a minimal unsatisable formula over n
variables with n+ k clauses. Then a minimal resolution refutation of F requires not
more than 2k−1n2 resolution steps.
As mentioned above whether MU (k) (k xed) is solvable in polynomial time is an
open problem. That MU (k) (k xed) is in NP is an immediate consequence of the
upper bound 2k−1n2 for minimal resolution refutations for F 2MU (k). What we have
to do is the following: For formulas over n variables and n+k clauses at rst we apply
a non-deterministic SAT-test to F − [f] for f2F . If the SAT-tests accept all these
formulas then we apply non-deterministically resolution to F . Then the formula is in
MU (k) if, and only if there exists a resolution refutation with not more than 2k−1n2
steps.
Theorem 4. For xed k the minimal unsatisability problem MU (k) is in NP.
4. Splitting of formulas in MU (2)
In this section we analyse in more details the splitting procedure for formulas with
n+2 clauses. The simplication procedure is not sucient in order to decide whether a
formula belongs to MU (2). That means MU (2) is the rst class for which the splitting
must be applied to. We shall show, that for formulas in MU (2) after an application of
the simplication procedure in the resulting formula each variable occurs exactly twice
positively and exactly twice negatively and a splitting of such a formula leads always
to two formulas in MU (1). In the proof of the next theorem we make use of Lemma 3,
which will be presented in the next section, because for a short proof certain forms of
matrices are helpful.
Theorem 5. Suppose F 2MU (2) and no literal occurs only once in F . Then any
variable occurs exactly twice positively and twice negatively in F . For any variable x
the formula F can be represented as follows: F=[(x_f1); (x_f2); C; (@x_g1); (@x_
g2)]; where x and @x do not occur in C; [f1; f2; C]2MU (1); [C; g1; g2]2MU (1); and
var([f1; f2; C]) = var([C; g1; g2]) = var(F)− fxg.
Proof. Suppose F has the form F =[(x_f1); : : : ; (x_fl); B; (@x_ g1); : : : ; (@x_ gr)]
and the formula B does not contain the variable x. Note that l; r>2.
We dene F[x]:=[f1; : : : ; fl; B] and F[@x]:=[B; g1; : : : ; gr].
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Since F[x] and F[@x] are unsatisable, there exist minimal unsatisable subformulas
FLF[L] for L=x and L=@x. Note, that any splitting leads to formulas FL 2MU (1)
(Theorem 2).
Let C = Fx \ F@x \ B be the set of clauses occuring in both minimal unsatisable
formulas and in B. Note that fi; gj 62 B, fi 2Fx, and gj 2F@x, because F 2MU . Thus,
we obtain Fx = [f1; : : : ; fl; Bx; C] and F@x = [C; B@x; g1; : : : ; gr] for some formulas Bx
and B@x with [Bx; C; B@x] = B.
We dene V :=var(Fx)\ var(F@x), v:=#(var(Fx)\ var(F@x)), Vx:=var(Fx), vx:=
#var(F), V@x:=var(F@x); v@x:=#var(F), Dx:=Vx−V ; dx:=#(Vx−V ), D@x:=V@x−
V , d@x:=#(V@x − V ), bx:=#cl(Bx) , and b@x:=#cl(B@x).
Then we obtain (1) #cl(FL) = vL + 1, because FL is in MU (1) (see Theorem 2). fi
resp. gj must be in Fx resp. F@x, since F 2MU .
(2) #cl(Fx) = l+ bx + #cl(C).
(3) #cl(F@x) = r + b@x + #cl(C).
(4) n+ 2 = #cl(Fx) + #cl(F@x)− #cl(C).
(5) n= vx + v@x − v + 1:
)2;3;4 (6) n+ 2 = l+ bx + r + b@x + #cl(C)
)1;4 (7) n+ 2 = vx + 1 + v@x + 1− #cl(C)
)5 (8) n+ 2 = vx + v@x − v + 3
)7;8 (9) v + 2 = #cl(C) + 3
)5 (10) n+ 2 = dx + v + d@x + 3
)6;9 (11) n+ 2 = l+ bx + r + b@x + v − 1
)10;11 (12) l+ bx + r + b@x = dx + d@x + 4
Next we prove the following proposition (13):
For dx > 0: l+ bx>dx + 3.
For d@x > 0: r + b@x>d@x + 3.
That can be seen as follows: W.l.o.g. we suppose dx > 0 and Dx = fx1; : : : ; xkg for
some k>1. Since Fx is minimal unsatisable, Fx(Dx) is unsatisable and there exists a
minimal unsatisable formula GFx(Dx)=F(Dx). Further, we have #cl(Fx(Dx))6l+
bx.
Now we perform the following decomposition of Fx(Dx).
i:=1;D:=Dx;
while D 6= empty do
begin
choose GiFx(D) minimal unsatisable;
if var(Gi) = D then (q:=i and stop);
D:=D − var(Gi);
i:=i + 1
end;
For the generated sequence of minimal unsatisable formulas G1; : : : ; Gq we
obtain
P
16i6q #cl(Gj)6Fx(Dx)6l+bx and dx=#Dx=
P
16i6q #var(Gj). Since each
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minimal unsatisable formula contains more clauses than variables we get #var(Gj) +
1 = #cl(Gj).
Note that Gj 2MU (1) for 16j6q, because of Lemma 3.
Since Gq 2MU (1), we know that some variable xj occurs exactly twice in Gq (The-
orem 1). The variable xj occurs at least twice positively and twice negatively in F .
Further, all the occurrences of the variable xj must be in Fx − C, because xj 2Dx.
Suppose q= 1, that means Gq is a formula over fx1; : : : ; xkg. Then there exists two
additional clauses containing xj and @xj in Fx − C, but not in Gq. Hence, we see
that 2 + #cl(Gq)6l + bx. Thus, we obtain 2 + #var(Gq) + 16l + bx and therefore
dx + 36l+ bx.
Now we suppose q> 1. In the clauses of Fx(Dx) used for the generation of G1;    ;
Gq−1 the variable xj does not occur. Then there exists two additional clauses con-
taining xj and @xj in Fx − C but not in Gj for all 16j6q. Hence we obtain
2 +
P
16i6q #cl(Gj)6l+ bx.
Using this result we obtain our desired inequality 2+ dx +162+ dx + q62+ dx +P
16i6q 1 = 2 +
P
16i6q(#var(Gj) + 1) = 2 +
P
16i6q #cl(Gj)6l+ bx.
We have shown proposition (13).
Next we will show dx=d@x=0; l=r=2, and bx=b@x=0. That implies our desired
result. Since l= r = 2 the variable x occurs exactly twice positively and exactly twice
negatively in F . bx = b@x = 0 shows that Bx and B@x are empty and therefore C = B.
Since dx=d@x=0 we obtain var(Fx)=V = var(F@x). That shows var([f1; f2; C])=
var([C; g1; g2])=var(F)−fxg. The formulas belong to MU (1), because of Theorem 2.
Suppose w.l.o.g. dx > 0 then we obtain using (13) l+bx>dx+3. With (12) we get
r + b@x6d@x + 1 and again with (13) assuming d@x > 0 we see that d@x = 0.
5. Characterization of formulas in MU (2)
In this section we show that after the application of the simplication procedure
formulas with n + 2 clauses have a simple and unique form up to renaming and
reordering the variables. The proof is mainly based on a characterization of minimal
unsatisable formulas with n+ 1 clauses as so called basic matrices [3].
Now we introduce formulas F2n 2MU (2) over n variables and n+2 clauses (n>2):
F2n := (@x1 _ x2) ^ (@x2 _ x3) ^    ^ (@xn−1 _ xn) ^ (@xn _ x1) ^
(x1 _    _ xn) ^ (@x1 _    _@xn)
The 2-clauses describe the equivalence between x1; : : : ; xn and the two n-clauses make
the formula minimal unsatisable.
A renaming is a mapping r from the set of variables into the set of literals, where
r(xi)2fxi;@xig. A renaming applied to a formula replaces all occurrences of the
variable xi by @xi, if r(xi)=@xi (deleting all double negation symbols in the resulting
formula).
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Theorem 6. Let F be a formula over n variables and n+2 clauses. If F 2MU (2) and
each literal L occurs at least twice in F; then F = F2n up to renaming and reordering
the variables.
In the proof of Theorem 6 we make use of a characterization of formulas in MU (1)
which is based on a representation in terms of certain matrices. We can represent
formulas in CNF as matrices. For a xed order of variables and clauses, the clauses
correspond to the columns and for each variable we have a row. Let F=f1^  ^fn+1
be a formula with variables x1; : : : ; xn in this order. Then we represent F as n (n+
1)-matrix with ai; j =+, if xi is in the clause fj, ai; j =−, if @xi is in the clause fj,
and ai; j = 0, otherwise.
For example F = (x1 _ x2) ^ (@x2 _ x3) has the matrix0
B@
+ 0
+ −
0 +
1
CA :
Denition 2. We dene inductively basic matrices:
1. (+−) is a basic matrix.
2. The following matrix is basic 
+ b2
0 B2
!
if B2 is a basic matrix and b2 is a vector with (b2)j 2f−; 0g and at least one −sign.
3. The following matrix is basic: 
B1 0
b1 −
!
if B1 is a basic matrix and b1 is a vector with (b1)j 2f+; 0g and at least one
+−sign.
4. The following matrix is basic:0
B@
B1 0
b1 b2
0 B2
1
CA
if Bi is a basic matrix for i = 1; 2, b1 is a vector with (b1)j 2f+; 0g and at least
one +−sign, and b2 is a vector with (b2)j 2f−; 0g and at least one −sign.
Basic matrices are n  (n + 1)-matrices with n>1. For example to the formula
F = x^@x belongs the basic matrix (+−). A more complex example is the following
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basic matrix with corresponding minimal unsatisable formula F = (x1 _ x2) ^ (@x1 _
x4)^(@x2_x3_x4)^(@x2_@x3_x4)^(@x4_x5_x6)^(@x4_@x5_x6)^(@x4_@x6):0
BBBBBBBBB@
+ − 0 0 0 0 0
+ 0 − − 0 0 0
0 0 + − 0 0 0
0 + + + − − −
0 0 0 0 + − 0
0 0 0 0 + + −
1
CCCCCCCCCA
:
Denition 3. A formula F over n variables and n + 1 clauses is called basic if and
only if there is an ordering of variables and clauses, such that the corresponding matrix
is basic.
Theorem 7 (Davydov [3]). A formula F is basic if and only if F 2MU (1)
Before proving Theorem 6 we will establish some useful lemmata. At rst we prove
the lemma used in the previous section.
Lemma 3. 8F 2MU (1) 8 non-empty X  var(F) 8GF(X ) : G 2MU ) G 2MU (1).
Proof. Induction on the number of variables n in F . For n= 2 a non-empty subset of
variables consists of one variable. Therefore G=x^@x, which is obviously in MU (1).
n>2: For F 2MU (1) there exists a basic matrix B of the form (Theorem 7)0
@ B1 0b1 b2
0 B2
1
A;
where eventually B1 or B2 is empty. For the matrix B1 resp. B2 let FB1 resp. FB2 be
the associated formula which is in MU (1), because B1 and B2 are basic. Let y be the
variable associated to (b1b2). We proceed by a case distinction.
Case 1: var(G) var(B1) [ var(B2). That means the variable y for the row (b1b2)
does not occur in G. Since GF(X ) and G 2MU we obtain GFB1 (X \ var(B1))
or GFB2 (X \ var(B2)). Otherwise G would be not in MU , because the clauses in G
could be divided into two distinct classes, one with variables only in var(B1) and the
remaining clauses with variables only in var(B2). But B1 and B2 have no variables in
common. By the induction hypothesis we obtain GMU (1), because FB1 and FB2 are
in MU (1).
Case 2: y2 var(G). If var(Bi)\ var(G)= for i=1; 2 then G= y^@y2MU (1).
If var(B1)\ var(G) = but var(B2)\ var(G) 6=  then G has the form y ^G0 where
var(G0) var(B2) [ fyg and @y occurs in G0.
After unit-resolution with y we obtain a formula G 2MU , where G 2MU (1) if and
only if G 2MU (1) and var(G) var(B2). By the induction hypothesis we obtain
G 2MU (1) and therefore G 2MU (1).
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If var(Bi) \ var(G) 6=  for i = 1 and i = 2 then at least one clause with variables
in B1 resp. B2 contains the literal y resp. @y.
Since var(B1)\ var(B2)= the formulas G(B1) and G(B2) must be minimal unsat-
isable and by the induction hypothesis in MU (1). Thus, G has r1 + r2 + 1 variables
and r1 + 1 + r2 + 1 clauses, if G(Bi) has ri variables and ri + 1 clauses. That proves
our desired result G 2MU (1).
Next we show a proposition on the distribution of literals for formulas in MU (1).
We dene posF(x) resp. negF(x) as the number of occurrences of the literal x resp.
@x in the formula F .
Further, for n; m2Nn− m is the function dened by n− m=maxfn− m; 0g.
Lemma 4. Let F 2MU (1) be a formula over the variables x1; : : : ; xm; thenP
16i6m(2− posF(xi)) + (2− negF(xi))>m+ 1.
Proof. By induction on m. For m = 1 the formula F has the form x1 ^@x1. Hence,
we obtain (2− 1) + (2− 1) = m+ 1. For m> 1 we make use of the property, that
each formula F 2MU (1) is basic. That means F has the form0
@ B1 0b1 b2
0 B2
1
A;
where B1 and B2 are basic and at most one of B1 or B2 is empty. W.l.o.g. we suppose
B1 is not empty and B is a formula over the variables x1; : : : ; xi. If B2 is not empty,
then we obtain by the induction hypothesisX
16j6i
(2− posB1 (xj)) + (2− negB1 (xj))>i + 1
and X
i+26j6m
(2− posB2 (xj)) + (2− negB2 (xj))>m− (i + 1) + 1;
Altogether we obtainX
16j6m
(2− posF(xj)) + (2− negF(xj))>m+ 1:
If B2 is empty, then the variable of the last column occurs exactly once negatively.
Thus, we obtain by the induction hypothesisX
16j6m
(2− posF(xj)) + (2− negF(xj))
>1 +
X
16j6m−1
(2− posB1 (xj)) + (2− negB1 (xj))>m+ 1:
Proof of Theorem 6. For n=2 obviously the only minimal unsatisable formula with
four clauses is (x1 _ x2) ^ (@x1 _ x2) ^ (x1 _@x2) ^ (@x1 _@x2). Suppose F is a
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formula in MU (2) over the variables x1; : : : ; xn (n> 2) and each variable occurs at
least twice positively and twice negatively. Then by Theorem 5 we know that each
variable occurs twice positively and twice negatively. Further, F can be described as
follows:
F = (x1 _ f1) ^ (x1 _ f2) ^ C ^ (@x1 _ g1) ^ (@x1 _ g2);
where
Fx1 = f1 ^ f2 ^ C 2MU (1); F@x1 = C ^ g1 ^ g2 2MU (1)
and
var(Fx1 ) = var(F@x1 ) = fx2; : : : ; xng:
We have to show f1 = (x2 _    _ xn); f2 =@xn; g1 = (@x2 _   @xn); g2 = x2, and
C = (@x2 _ x3) ^ (@x3 _ x4) ^    ^ (@xn−1 _ xn) up to renaming and reordering the
variables.
Note that no literal L occurs twice in f1 ^f2 resp. g1 ^ g2, because otherwise F@x1
resp. Fx1 would contain the literal @L, but not the literal L in contradiction to the
minimal unsatisability of F@x1 resp. Fx1 .
Further, f1 ^ f2 resp. g1 ^ g2 contains at most one complementary pair of literals.
Otherwise, there exist two literals L1 and L2 with var(L1) 6= var(L2) and L1; L2 2f1
and @L1;@L2 2f2. This case cannot occur. That can be seen by a straightforward
induction on basic formulas.
At rst, we will show that f1 ^ f2 and g1 ^ g2 consist of exactly n literals with
one complementary pair of literals. Applying Lemma 4 with Fx1 and F@x1 we see that
each of the pairs of clauses g1;^g2 and f1 ^ f2 must contain at least n literals. That
can be seen as follows: If xj does not occur in f1^f2, then (2−posF@x1 (xj)+ (2−
negF@x1 (xj))=0. If a variable xj occurs once in f1^f2, then we have (2−posF@x1 (xj)+
(2 − negF@x1 (xj)) = 1. If xj occurs twice in f1 ^ f2, then (2 − posF@x1 (xj) + (2 −
negF@x1 (xj)) = 2.
Since at most one complementary pair of literals may occur in g1 ^ g2 and in
f1 ^f2 and
P
26i6n(2− posF@x1 (@xi)) + (2− negF@x1 (xi))>n, we see that exactly
one complementary pair of literals must occur in g1^g2 and all the other variables occur
exactly once (either positively or negatively) in the two clauses. The same argument
can be applied to the clauses f1 ^ f2. Thus, we see that g1 ^ g2 and f1 ^ f2 consist
of exactly n literals with exactly one complementary pair of literals.
Since F consists of 4n literals (four occurrences for each variable), the formula C
consists of 2n− 4 literals and of n− 2 clauses. C consists of clauses of length 2 only,
because F and therefore C does not contain a unit-clause.
W.l.o.g. we assume f1 ^ f2 consists of the literals x2; x3; : : : ; xn−1; xn;@xn.
Next we show that xn;@xn is not the complementary pair of literals in g1 ^ g2.
Suppose xn and @xn are literals in g1^g2. Then xn and @xn do not occur in C and
therefore C consists of the literals xa
1
2
2 ; x
a22
2 ; : : : ; x
a1n−1
n−1 ; x
a2n−1
n−1 for a
1
j ; a
2
j 2f0; 1g, x0 = x, and
x1 =@x. Then the variable xn occurs twice in Fx1 . Since Fx1 is minimal unsatisable,
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we obtain resolving f1 and f2 that (x2 _    _ xn−1) ^ C is minimal unsatisable.
That implies C j= @xj for all j (26j6n − 1). But that is a contradiction, because
C contains no unit-clause, consists of clauses of length 2, and each variable occurs
exactly twice in C.
Thus, w.l.o.g. we can assume x2 and @x2 is the complementary pair of literals in
g1 ^ g2 and the remaining literals are xb33 ; : : : ; xbn−1n−1 ;@xn for some bj 2f0; 1g. Then
C consists of the literals @x2; xn; x
a13
3 ; x
a23
3 ; : : : ; x
a1n−1
n−1 ; x
a2n−1
n−1 for some a
1
j ; a
2
j 2f0; 1g. Since
x2; : : : ; xn are literals in f1 ^ f2 we see that a1j = 0 or a2j = 0.
For n=3 we obtain C=(@x2_xn) and therefore our desired result. Now we suppose
n> 3. W.l.o.g. we can assume f1 = (xn _   ).
Suppose the clause f2 contains @xn and additionally a literal xj. Resolving the
clauses over xn in Fx1 leads to the clause (x2 _    _ xn−1) (resolve f1 and f2) and,
if (xn _ L) is the clause in C, to (L _ xj _   ). Then removing the parent clauses and
adding the resolvents leads to a formula in MU (1) for which the basic matrix must be
of the form0
BBBBBBBBB@
+ − 0 0 0 0 0
+  − 0 0 0 0
+   − 0 0 0
+    − 0 0
+     − 0
+      −
1
CCCCCCCCCA
;
where  is 0 or + (see Denition 2, part 3). The negative unit-clause (last column)
can only be generated by resolving f2 and (L _ xj _   ). But that is a contradiction
to the positive occurrence of the variable xj and n> 3. Thus, we have w.l.o.g. f1 =
(x2 _    _ xn) and f2 =@xn.
We can use the above matrix in order to explain the structure of f1 ^ f2 ^ C. The
basic matrix for f1 ^ f2 ^ C must be of the above form, where f1 corresponds to
the rst column and f2 corresponds to the last column. That can be seen as follows:
Since f1 = (x1 _    _ xn), there is a column complete lled with +-signs. That must
be the rst column. The columns up to the rst and last one belong to the formula C.
Further, the stars must be replaced by 0 or +, because otherwise we would obtain
a contradiction to the denition of basic matrices.
That means g1 or g2 consists of all negative literals, because in F each variable
occurs twice positively and twice negatively. Thus we have g1 = (@x2 _ : : : _@xn)
and g2 = x2 or vice versa.
Each column of the matrix which is a clause in C has exactly one positive value
(+-sign), because C consists of 2-clauses, each literal occurs exactly twice in F , f1 =
(x2 _    _ xn), and g1 = (@x2 _    _@xn).
In each row one star must be replaced by a +-sign, because in g1 only negative
literals occur (all the negative n− 1 variables). Thus, in the second row the star must
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be replaced by a +-sign. Then in the second column, besides the replaced +-signs,
all stars must be replaced by 0. By the same argument we obtain for f1 ^f2 ^ C the
matrix
0
BBBBBBBBB@
+ − 0 0 0 0 0
+ + − 0 0 0 0
+ 0 + − 0 0 0
+ 0 0 + − 0 0
+ 0 0 0 + − 0
+ 0 0 0 0 + −
1
CCCCCCCCCA
:
Hence, C must be of the form (up to reordering of the variables) (@x2 _ x3)^ (@x3 _
x4) ^    ^ (@xn−2 _ xn−1) ^ (@xn−1 _ xn).
Altogether we have proved our desired property that F equals F2n up to renaming
and reordering the variables.
Theorem 6 in connection with the preprocessing in form of the above-mentioned
simplication leads immediately to the following theorem, which states an cubic upper
bound for the decision problem MU (2).
Theorem 8. The problem whether a formula F over n variables and n+ 2 clauses is
minimal unsatisable can be solved in time O(n3).
Proof. Note that the length of F is less than O(n2). At rst, we apply the simplication
as long as possible. That means we have to look for variables occuring at most once
positively or at most once negatively and then to resolve the clauses. A simplication
step consists of the search for a variable occuring once positively or once negatively.
Using an appropriate data structure with occurrence lists the search costs linear time.
That means O(m2), where m is the number of variables of the current formula.
Then we apply resolution and obtain a formula with m− 1 variables and m clauses.
The resolution including the deletion of double occurrences of literals in the resolvents
again costs at most time O(m2). Altogether the iterated simplication needs not more
than time O(n  n2).
Let F be the generated formula, and let t be the number of variables in F. Now
it remains to check whether the generated formula F equals F2t up to renaming and
reordering the variables. If the length of F is greater than 4  t then the formula does
not equal F2t . Otherwise we have to test whether F
 consists of two t-clauses and t
2-clauses. If this is the case then we apply a renaming on the variables, such that one
of the t-clauses consists of positive literals only. Then the other t-clause must consists
of negative literals. Finally we have to check whether the 2-clauses build a cycle.
Such tests can be performed in time O(n2). Altogether our algorithm requires not
more than time O(n3).
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6. Conclusion
We have shown that MU (k)2NP. That means MU (k) is weaker than the minimal
unsatisability problem for formulas without any restriction on the number of clauses,
under the assumption NP 6= DP .
Further, we have presented a characterization of minimal unsatisable formulas over
n variables and n + 2 clauses. As an immediate consequence we have got an up-
per bound for the problem MU (2). We conjecture that for any xed k the problem
MU (k) is solvable in polynomial time. Maybe a sophisticated improvement of the
non-deterministic algorithm used in the proof of MU (k)2NP leads to such algorithms.
Especially, as demonstrated in this paper for k = 2, an investigation of the behavior
and of the restrictions of the splitting operation may help.
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